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About Element Energy

Element Energy is a leading low carbon energy consultancy . We apply best-in-class 
financial, analytical and technical analysis to help our clients intelligently invest and create 

successful  policies, strategies and products.

Power Generation 
& storage
• Renewables
• Micro-generation

• CCS
• Techno-economics
• Feasibility studies

• Geographic analysis

Engineering 
• CFD
• Software tools 
• Prototyping 

• Installations

We operate in three
main sectors 

We offer three main 
services

Low Carbon 
Transport
• Electric vehicles
• H2 vehicles 

• Market uptake
• Infrastructure modelling
• Business planning

• Project delivery

Due Diligence
• Technology assessments
• Market growth
• Market share

• Financial modelling
• Commercialisation advice

Built 
Environment 
• Financial viability
• Master planning

• Building design
• Policy advice
• Regional strategy

Strategy and Policy
• Scenario planning
• Techno-economic modelling 
• Business planning 

• Stakeholder engagement
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There are already contracts in place to deploy well over 100 stations 

across Europe

Key 

European 

projects

TEN-T 

initiatives:

• COHRS

• H2Nodes

• HIT
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Different models have emerged to create the case for investment in 

hydrogen infrastructure

OEM 
led –

“Build 
it and 
they 

will 
come”

• Very strong tax incentives
• Network biased on 

stations in strategic 
locations

• Joint venture including 
leading firms

• Aiming at an early 
nationwide coverage of 
stations

• Initial deployment sung 
“captive fleets”

• Captive fleet deployment 
aims to seed wider 
deployment

• Clustered approach to 
seed large urban clusters, 

with interconnecting route  
coverage

Small 
captive

Will be 
market 

driven
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The case for the “build it and they will come” 

approach
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Implications for the “build it and they will come” case

• The analysis above implies that with current economics, the option of building 

large stations is:

– Economically plausible if the demand is sure to arrive – scale solves many 

of the problems of the smaller stations

• However, the global OEM’s are yet to prove they can crack the mass 

market for private sales of FCEVs

– Expensive as a national networks of many 10’s of larger stations is needed 

before real OEM sales can begin

– There is a major risk to the early investor – non-bankable investments

– This can be mitigated by co-investing with the state, which improves 

returns and limits the absolute requirement for loading

– In Germany, a number of companies are working together in a Joint 

Venture to pool these risks (alongside state investment)

– In Japan and the USA (and to an extent in Germany), some of the risks are 

mitigated as the OEMs have made formal investments in the stations

• Given the risks, this model is unlikely to be used for roll-out in many countries 

sequentially
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The case for very small stations
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Implications for the small station case

• The analysis above implies that with current economics, the small station model 

works where there is:

– Substantial (100%) investment from the state to seed H2 and encourage 

coverage

– Ultra low fuel consumption to increase viable H2 sales prices (e.g. 

Riversimple)

– Another driver requiring the initiation of hydrogen activity e.g auto 

companies paying to ensure first sales, municipalities looking to engage 

with hydrogen and happy to write off investments

– A very low cost standardised product
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The case for the “captive” approach and the 

importance of scale
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Summary

• At scales of 10,000’s of vehicles per country, or 100’s of kg demand per station, the 

hydrogen infrastructure cost is not a problem – the challenge is to get there

• Ultimately the best strategy is dictated by views on:

– the speed with which OEM vehicles will arrive in the market and be bought by 

customers

– the willingness of the public sector to invest in fleets of stations 

– the willingness of private investors to take a risk on the demand for vehicles 

increasing 

• The UK political climate means a roll-out model needs to be investible as quickly as 

possible, this implies a move to some element of captive demand will be very helpful

• In Scotland, alternative approaches might be feasible, leaning more heavily on the 

state, for faster results

• The case is made easier with

– Each new H2 vehicle sold – ideally clustered near stations

– Each announcement on new product and lower costs from OEMs

– Viable vehicles (price, reliability) for municipal and fleet users

– Heavier duty vehicles (which use a lot of hydrogen) – truck, bus, refuse collection
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